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Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price £229.99

Discount £-300.00

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerOBrien 
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Mens Wakeboards: O'Brien Fix Wakeboard
 

Description 

BIG BOARD Bigger Fun

Back for its second year, The Fix continues to push the “Bigger is Better” trend in park boards, It’s a powerhouse in the park and for 2020 the
thickness profile of the board has been tweaked to improve the overall flex parameters and make it even more fun than before. Its fast, yet
relaxed feel on the water minimizes fatigue and helps you perform at your best all day long. Feel free to crank into kickers and push the
boundaries of the sport like Max or get super technical on rails by using that extra length and flex to take your presses even further… as well as
soften your landings.

With it’s V-Loc tip and tail, slightly concave belly and relatively “skinny stance,” The Fix will take your rail game to new levels; making it easy to
lock into presses, control your position on rails and keep your style on point. The revolution in park riding is here, so come get your Fix.

PRO SERIES

Signature Products built exclusively for our Signature Team Athletes

FLEX TECHNOLOGY

Specific layups designed to flex in just the right places, giving you a board that explodes off the water, softens landings, and presses features
with ease.

IMPACT BASE

Fully sintered high-density polyethylene base material that holds up to seasons of shredding rails, kickers, ledges, and whatever else you
muster up.

WOOD CORE

Paulownia wood core for minimum weight, maximum durability, and an organic feel. Our wood core ensures your board will withstand seasons
of shredding.

PROGRESSIVE ROCKER

Similar to our Continuous Rocker but with a more kicked up tip and tail, resulting in more vertical pop than a Continuous Rocker and more
predictability than a 3-Stage.

DURARAIL SIDEWALLS

Impact resistant urethane rail that runs around the entire edge of the board; protecting the core from any hazard you throw its way.

  

 

 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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